...'Nearly a week before the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration publicly backed President Trump over its own scientists, a top NOAA official warned its staff against contradicting the president.

In an agencywide directive sent Sept. 1 to National Weather Service personnel, hours after Trump asserted, with no evidence, that Alabama “would most likely be hit (much) harder than anticipated,” staff was told to “only stick with official National Hurricane Center forecasts if questions arise from some national level social media posts which hit the news this afternoon.”...

...'The former National Hurricane Center director Bill Read blasted Noaa leadership Friday night on his Facebook page calling the situation “so disappointing” and saying he would comment because Noaa employees were ordered to be quiet’...

“Either NOAA Leadership truly agrees with what they posted or they were ordered to do it. If it is the former, the statement shows a lack of understanding of how to use probabilistic forecasts in conjunction with other forecast information. Embarrassing. If it is the latter, the statement shows a lack of courage on their part by not supporting the people in the field who are actually doing the work. Heartbreaking," Read wrote.

...Dan Sobien, president of the union representing weather service employees, tweeted on Friday: “Let me assure you the hard working employees of the NWS had nothing to do with the utterly disgusting and disingenuous tweet sent out by NOAA management tonight.”...

SHAMEFUL , DANGEROUS THAT YOUR AGENCY HAS SUCCumbed TO THE 4 YEAR OLD IN THE WHITE HOUSE.

C Jonas